#-1 Connecting Past/ Current Crimes of GangStalking Connection to a Corrupt Criminal State Appointed Self Help Group
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Here is the 12 Step Article of GangStalking being exposed happening all over the Country at these meeting
https://formationquay.wordpress.com/about/

This is a Copied and Pasted section of the About Feature
https://formationquay.wordpress.com

https://formationquay.wordpress.com/about/

This is what is stated concerning the Immediate ABOve Link, Read it then Observe when it was Posted. What your looking for are at least three Main Thing's

1 The Fact that these crime's are Occurring at this Identified 12 Step Self Help Group's, a Self Help Group that Courts all over the United stated are Forcing person's to attend
2 and how this Victim states she/he is experincing it. 
3 when the statement was made “Date”

Her is the what Victims States Within the Immediate Above Link concerning this Self Help Group

But before you read it UNDERSTAND Leslie is Not and NEVER has been a Alcoholic- Just read it and Continue TRUST ME

Here it is, between the Double Qoutes

"I'm not an addict and I don’t drink alcohol but I have been the victim of stalking, systematic and sustained psychological abuse and very serious slander. Your article was really insightful.

I have been psychologically abused for years by some very sick, devious and disturbed people. At one point, people used to repeat certain words and topics over and over again around me in order to sensitize me to these things. Then, I think what they were doing was spreading nasty rumours about me so that lots of other people would say and do certain things around me to see if I was going to react. If I did, they would take this as a sign of guilt so I made sure to ignore their stupid behaviour because I realised what these sickos were playing at. I refused to react even though people would try and get a reaction again and again by doing the same stupid things. It was creepy and obsessive and above all, really sad! Sad, that these pathetic people didn’t have anything better to do with their lives than to obsess about mine and to listen to malicious rumours and ridiculous lies!

Reading your article was amazing because you hit the nail on the head about this particularly underhand, cunning and devious form of psychological abuse. Your article was very insightful. Very well done.

Anonymous

October 8, 2008 at 7:29 pm

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/2/?ui=2&ik=ceecd6b25e&view=pt&search=sent&th=157f28c9437bbe89&siml=157f28c9437bbe89
Aldis Barrett

I have been psychologically abused for years by some very sick, devious and disturbed people. At one point, people used to repeat certain words and topics over and over again around me in order to sensitise me to these things. Then, I think what they were doing was spreading nasty rumours about me so that lots of other people would say and do certain things around me to see if I was going to react. If I did, they would take this as a sign of guilt so I made sure to ignore their stupid behaviour because I realised what these sickos were playing at. I refused to react even though people would try and get a reaction again and again by doing the same stupid things. It was creepy and obsessive and above all, really sad! Sad, that these pathetic people didn’t have anything better to do with their lives than to obsess about mine and to listen to malicious rumours and ridiculous lies!

+1 

Also Know that the Link that is Immediatley below a row of 7's is leslie's blog, that was pasted on the Blog Link exposed above

Now Proceeding Forward, what this is being Made for is to Show you This, the Key is to Cross reference wha'st Below this Paragraph to what is exposed concerning the Above self help group and the Tactics used within these groups and their victims and how that same technique is being used on Leslie all over San Diego County," It was used on her in Michigan along all of her Routes including at her Homes and while attending these groups-( she attended only for social Reason's ( Which was Fostered by them) and then how that same self help group was previously attached to leslie brought about thru Organized Crime Police officers in Dearborn Mi and that groups connection to the Intentioned repeated verbal solicitation of Coersment of the Federal School Loans she was Coersed into taken Out,by and thru members of this Group PAY ATTENTION VERY CLOSELY.

This blog was made by Leslie BUT Infiltrated by the Perpetrators,

Notice any Copies of Emails sent to Amnesty International and other Things within this Blog CLEARLY exposing these Filthy Maggot's ( the Self Help Group) and UNDERSTAND and remember Leslie didnt Know that what she was experiencing was called GangStalking until 6/9/2009- the First email within this Blog was written in 2006 clearly showing leslie implicating them- Now understand what's exposed in the Above link concerning this Self help groups shows a Victim of this Same group CLEARLY stating that "Repeating the same words and Phrases are being Intentionally repeated around them"

ReRead it Then Review this Blog then Review the Evidence of teh SAME EXACT IDENTICLCE TO A TEE VERBAL HARRASSMENT being caught by leslie wheir its been caught and who is Being Caught- always, ALWAYS remember Leslie is NOT IS NOT a Addict or Alcoholic AT ALL in any measure,

Before you Continue Listen to this Show ANother National Radio Show leslie is On- Clearly showing her state her Blogs have been Hacked for Year( and she does have Videos and blogs online exposing ALL Of her Communications have been Hacked going all the Way Back to at least the year 2000, after you review this show leslie is on, Open up these Blogs to see MASSIVE evidence of ( who, what, wheir , " of Whats been Caught" IDENTICLCE TO A ABSOLUTE TEE Verbal Harrassments " Identicle Repeated Words and Phrases Caught EVERYWEIR she Goe's including Older Hiking area's, Buisness's Universitie's Librarie's Bus Routes,and Much MUCH More including 7 STAGED Brutal Assaults INDISPUTABLE IN YOUR FACE LITERALLY Flat out Evidence Tape Recorders and Video File's DON'T LIE, THEY DO NOT LIE- TheGoal in Exposeing this is to Fold it back on the Lap of SDPD UCSD Police SDSU Police, USD Police,SDSD , the Dearborn MI Police , U of M Dearborn Mi Campus SafetyThe FBI, , USPS ,The San Diego VA Police,and MUCH MUCH MORE, Anyone at Anytime can Type in the Name of ANY Police Department within the United states Any State County City and cross reference their Names to first Gangstalking then to Organized Stalking Look at what and how much Comes up what comes up IS NO ACCIDENT

https://soundcloud.com/groundzeromedia/a2015-09-01

This Pinned Tweet is attached to Leslie's Current Twitter account -@higginsggggg -Exposingththurth

The Pinned Tweet that Also Holds Massive Evidence and Educational Exposure of specific Implicated aspects of this Crime, can be copied and Pasted in your URL search Engine address bar
And here is the Blog that Holds the 2006 and 2010 email Implicating this Self Help Groups attachment to Leslie and then ABSOLUTELY Proceed to MASSIVE MASSIVE EVidence and WHOS been Caught

And these Blogs hold OTHER 2006 and 2006 Emails and ABSOLUTE Evidence attached to them MASSIVE MASSIVE MASSIVE Evidence

Current HFCC U of M Blog

Current UCSD Blog a Extension of the Original Blog ( That's immediatley under this Blog Link

Original UCSD Blog

8/12/15 SDPD REFUSES Again to Acknowledge & Report Leslie is B N GangStalked-1

Now once you Have read this Do you Notice that this is attached at teh Bottom of it

[...] https://formationquay.wordpress.com/about/ [...]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-DOIEIB87ps
UCSD and Law Library are they Networking GangStalking -2 | ucsdgangstalking2014humantrafficking